TURNIS 220 - A built-in monitor for all occasions
Kuppenheim, Dec. 2019 - Folding monitor systems that can be integrated into furniture without further
structural measures are popular, but there are only a few. The new TURNIS 220 from ELEMENT ONE is one
of them. "We have anticipated all the necessary constructive measures for it, so that it is not necessary to
build a monitor solution by yourself," explains Thorsten Nees, Managing Director of ELEMENT ONE
Multimedia GmbH. And since the TURNIS is a well-engineered series product, the installation always works,
unlike many DIY solutions.
"The TURNIS 220 is a real all-rounder." It works everywhere and cannot be broken in daily use. The monitor
is flat and yet really solid and protected against torsion. It is milled from a full aluminum block, compact and
easy to grip and at the same time a pleasing to the eye. The screen, which is only 14 cm high when open, is
slightly taller than a coffee cup and therefore almost invisible. It is therefore just as suitable for the executive
desk as it is for the mayor's desk, lecture rooms, banks or hotels.
The TURNIS adapts to every design idea and every room. When folded, the monitor is virtually invisible
because it is integrated flush into the table. Optionally, the back of the monitor can be covered with the same
surface as the table: Wood, plastic, leather, linoleum. The result: The monitor merges with the table to create
a harmonious unit.
With the TURNIS 220, ELEMENT ONE has developed a monitor solution without a motor that invites you to
touch and discover. The fold-out monitor opens with a manual lift function, spring-supported for a smooth,
step-less movement, so that the set-up requires hardly any pressure and almost no friction is noticeable.
The slim, solid, silver anodized aluminum monitor housing hides and conceals the cables. The compact
dimensions also ensure ergonomic knee and leg room below the table. The 21.5" FullHD monitor system
with 2 mm, hardened and anti-reflective protective glass pane can be upgraded with touch functionality.

About ELEMENT ONE

The founding ethos of ELEMENT ONE Multimedia GmbH in 2002, was based on the principle of designing &
manufacturing the best available integrating mobile screen solutions for a variety of applications. The result is a
factory that develops and produces innovative monitor screen systems for interactive communication, ready to be
built into any type of furniture. In addition, table connection panels and microphone lifts are part of the product
range. This high-tech company has its headquarters and manufacturing facility based in Kuppenheim near Baden
Germany.
ELEMENT ONE has an established global presents and offers a high level of service through its network of trusted
dealers.
With forward looking innovations, complete design and manufacture within Germany, ELEMENT ONE positions itself
among the market leaders in the field of integrated motorised flat screens. Based on a multitude of individual room
layouts and bespoke applications, their team of screen design specialists have designed intelligent media and AV
products versatile enough to be used in most designed applications. In close cooperation with renowned furniture
brands such. B. Haworth, Wilkhahn, Walter Knoll, Holzmedia, Thonet and Fröscher, they develop design oriented
application solutions with long lasting functionality and the highest quality. For conference and training rooms,
reception and presentation areas, sales and consulting spaces, concierge desks or Point Of Sale.
Numerous patented designs mean their products benefit from a variety of ‘industry firsts’ and exclusive features, only
utilized within the Element One product range. Their certified quality and inbuilt longevity characteristics, combined
with their consistent striving for quality assurance, helps them maintain their products at the pinnacle of reliability
and service life within the industry. In addition, their design philosophy incorporates the need for their monitors to
have a low overall power consumption and the freedom from pollutants in all product models. This is guaranteed by
strict compliance with the ROHS Directive.
Further information at www.element-one.de
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